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COLOURED CONCRETE

Coconut  Tungsten  Lime Wash  Maize
Cafe  Straw  Latte  Iguana
Orange Cream  Hazelnut  Tuscan Clay  Stone
Pistachio  Burnt Orange  Blue Steel  Mushroom
Colori coloured concrete can be finished using a variety of conventional methods:

- Expose™ exposed aggregate;
- Boralstone™ polished and honed concrete;
- Broom finish;
- Machine trowel finish;
- Off form or precast concrete;
- Sand blast finishes and;
- Textured imprint mats & artistic creations.

The final colour and finish of your concrete is subject to variation due to environmental, placement techniques and raw material changes. The Colours featured in the Colori range are to be used as a guide only and not an exact representation.

Natural products can vary
Colori contains aggregates and other materials that originate from natural quarry products therefore some variation in appearance and consistency may occur.

Ordering
We recommend making final colour selection from actual concrete samples that are current at time of order. Particular projects may require the use of specific construction and placement techniques that may effect the final appearance of the product.
Project Planner

How to Order:
1300 305 980
Boral Sales Service Centre

Your local Boral Representative:

My colori Colours:

Your Decorative Concretor:

The photographs in this brochure are intended as a guide only and not an exact representation of the finished product. This brochure and the products within are current as of November 2013 for the Queensland and Northern Territory regions. Boral reserves the right to alter, remove or replace these products without giving notice. Please contact Boral Concrete on 1300 305 980 for information on current products. Boral, the Boral logo, boral.com.au, Colori and Build something great are trademarks of Boral Limited or one of its subsidiaries in Australia.